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FISH ON

The days are cooler and the leaves are starting to turn colors. That’s the sign the
IMTT FALL TRAIL is under way. We have three more tournaments this year.
The IMTT will host a Tournament at Lake McMaster, and the 2014 State
Championship will be at Prairie Lake. The Shawnee Muskie Hunters have their
Fall Classic at Lake Kinkaid. All three of these tournaments will be great events,
with the possibility of some large fish being caught. Please plan on attending as
many of them as you can.
The 2014 Trail is heating up with the top 5 places being close. A few nice fish at
any of the remaining tournaments could make a big difference. We will award the
Trail and Champions at the Championship.
There is still time to get registered for any of these tournaments, hope to see
everyone on the water as we finish up an outstanding Trail.

See you on the water!

Howard

2014 TRAIL STANDINGS
TOP TEN
GARRY HANDLIN JR
243.25
VICTOR FOX
191.5
BOB TAYLOR
177.5
DUANE LANDMEIER
141.75
RANDY HILGER
133
COLTIN THOMAS
131.25
NICOLAS WEESIES
130
RON HAYNES
119.25
TIM GUASTERRO JR
106.25
HOWARD CHAMBLISS
104.75

BIG FISH FOR TRAIL
WALTER KRAUSE
43.5 INCHES

HOW YOUR IMTT TRAIL POINTS ARE FIGURED
FISH A IMTT TOURNAMENT 15 POINTS
FISH ANY OF THE CLUB AFFILIATED TOURNAMENTS 10 POINTS
PLACEMENT POINTS IMTT OR CLUB TOURNAMENT
1ST PLACE 5 POINTS
2ND PLACE 3 POINTS
3RD PLACE 2 POINTS
4TH PLACE 1 POINT
1 POINT PER INCH, FOR EVERY FISH 30 INCHES AND MORE. NO ROUNDING UP OR DOWN.
PLEASE CHECK YOUR POINTS ON THE IMTT WEB PAGE. CONTACT HOWARD WITH ANY CORRECTIONS NEEDED.

IMTT 2014 FALL TOURNAMENT TRAIL
There are three more tournaments in the 2014 trail. Each of these tournaments will be held at
different lakes. The IMTT will host a tournament at Lake McMaster, and Prairie Lake. Shawnee
Muskie Hunters will be at Lake Kinkaid.
Each of these clubs do an outstanding job with these tournaments. Plan on attending as many of
these events as you can. Each tournament will count toward your trail points.
October 4th

IMTT GREGG TICHACEK MEMORIAL @ LAKE McMaster
CONTACT: BOB TAYLOR

309-262-9720

imtt2014@gmail.com

October 18TH & 19TH

SHAWNEE MUSKIE HUNTERS FALL BRAWL @ LAKE KINKAID
CONTACT: JOHN WRIGHT

618-698-4893

or

JIM BEATY 618-971-7806

October 25TH & 26TH

IMTT 2014 STATE CHAMPIONSHIP @ PRAIRIE LAKE
CONTACT: HOWARD CHAMBLISS

618-214-5918

hdpada@aol.com

Rules for participation in the Championship:
You must be a qualifier or partial qualifier, or a non-qualifier may fish
with a qualifier or partial qualifier.
QUALIFIER: $100.00 You must have fished at least three of the IMTT
or affiliated club tournaments, or place 1st in any of these tournaments.
PARTIAL QUALIFIER: $125.00 You must have fished at least one of
the IMTT or affiliated club tournaments.
NON-QUALIFIER: $200.00 Must fish with a Qualifier or Partial qualifier.
You must be a paid IMTT member to participate in the State
Championship.

IMTT / GLENWOOD LODGE SCHOLARSHIP

2013
WHO WILL BE NEXT?

We are still looking for the student to award the 2014
scholarship to. If you know a student that we may be able
to help out, please have them apply for the scholarship.
No ties to the IMTT are required. The scholarship
application can be found on the IMTT web page. Contact
Travis Smith or Howard Chambliss with any questions.

Raffle tickets are now on sale for the 2015
Trip to Glenwood Lodge on Lake Vermillion.

2014 Illinois Muskie Stocking Report
By Ray Thompson

Note: This article is in part, a summary of the 2014 Jake Wolf Hatchery report. It also includes
muskie fingerlings purchased by the Fox River Valley chapter of Muskies, Inc.
A total of 29 Illinois bodies of water were stocked with 15,327-11”+ muskies, produced at the
Jake Wolf Hatchery, by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources in 2014.
Additionally, the Fox River Valley Chapter of Muskies, Inc. donated 450, eleven to thirteen inch
fingerlings purchased from the Gollon Hatchery in Dodgeville Wisconsin.
The Jake Wolf hatchery also produced and stocked surplus fry and under-sized fingerlings. Note,
fry and under-sized fingerlings have been proven by past studies to have insignificant survival
and amount, in my opinion, to nothing more than food for existing fish in stocked lakes. The
totals are summarized below:

Fry (≈ 0.5”) - 295,494
Undersized fingerlings (2.25” - 4.2”) - 53,977
11.2” & 11.3”-7,461, + 11.8”-7,866 =
+ Donated 12”
Grand Total (11”+ fingerlings)

15,327
450
15,777

Table 1 summarizes the pond production, which averaged about 65 percent (compared to 83 percent in
2013).
Table 1
Pond

Date

Number

Size at

Date

Number

Number

Stocked

Stocked

Stocking

Harvested

Harvested

Size
at Yield
Harvested
%

20

6/25

7,996

5

8/6

0

0

0

21

6/25

7,984

5

8/27

7,697

11.2 - 11.3

96

22

6/25

7.957

5

9/2

7,866

11.8

99

Total -15,563 from 23,937 = 65% yield
15,327 stocked, 236 lost

According to Steve Krueger, the Hatchery Manager: “Some of the fish lost during loading was due
to mechanical damage while we were crowding the fish in the raceway. Muskie typically want
(to) swim up against the crowder and end up getting pinched between the crowder and the
raceway wall, and some of the fish just didn’t like the handling and rolled after being weighed
and placed into the last stocking truck. This was the majority of the mortality. Rather than stock
this load of fish, they were put back into the raceway with the plan to send samples of both
symptomatic and asymptomatic fish to the USFWS lab at LaCrosse (WI) for a health
inspection, but by Tuesday the fish looked great, there was no additional mortality, and when I
handled them once again, they acted normal. None rolled, none died. This behavior is unique to
this pond this year, and I am not positive why it happened. I did see some minor abnormality in a
few gill filaments in a few fish. This might have been a cumulative stress situation, where the
handling from harvest the day before, warming the fish up in preparation for stocking, and then
handling them once again the next morning severely weakened those fish with the compromised
gills. But this is just speculation on my part.”

Table 2 details the individual lake stockings from all sources.
Table 2
Body of Water

Number

Size

Date

Remarks

Busse

842

11.8

9/4

Canvasback

50

11.8

9/5

Carlton

77

11.3

9/3

Clear

40

11.8

9/5

First muskie stocking for this 38 acre lake in
Vermillion Co, (Kickapoo State Park)

Double T

64

11.8

9/3

Formerly known as Goose Lake

Diamond

300

11.8

9/4

First muskie stocking for this 152 acre lake in
Lake Co. since the mid 70’s

Eagle

202

11.8

9/5

First natural muskie stocking for this 101 acre
lake in St. Clair Co. (Peabody River King State
Fish & Wildlife Area)

Evergreen

926

11.8

9/3

Fox Chain

450

12

5/21

Fox Chain

1,590

11.8

9/4

George

168

11.3

9/3

Goldeneye

50

11.8

9/5

Hennipen-Hopper

12,500

3.5

6/4

Hennipen-Hopper

9,921

3.5

6/12

Johnson

36,084

fry

4/28

Johnson

603

11.8

9/3

Kinkaid

1,996

11.2

8/28

Mallard

90

11.8

9/4

Mill Creek

366

11.8

9/5

Donated by FRV-Mississippi Drainage Strain
(Leech lake) Over-wintered

Some great summer fish

NICE CATCH BY ALL
Send your fish photos in and we will share them on line and in the news letter

FOR SALE
We would like to help members sell their new or used equipment.
Send an email or snail mail to Howard and I will get it in future additions
of the newsletter.

Our first member with something to sell is,

Kyle Kroening

2004
MERCURY FOUR STROKE
9.9 HP ML / 5 inch extended shaft

$1,150.00
You can contact Kyle @
505-252-0693
kpkroening@ahoo.com

Send in your for sale items and we will try to move them for you.

IMTT Fall Classic Tournament Report

Landmeier Twitches One Up
To Prevent A Shutout
Eleven teams gathered at Shelbyville October 13 and 14 for the 2014 IMTT Fall Classic. Several
guys pre-fishing on Friday reported seeing a couple of fish, but a big cold front rolled through
dropping temperatures fast. Earlier in the week the highs had reached the low 90’s, but by
Saturday morning air temps dropped into the upper 40’s. Fall had arrived in big fashion!
The
Friday
evening registration
gathering was at Monical’s Pizza in
Shelbyville. Mark Shanks and his dad,
Sid Shanks, welcomed us to Shelbyville.
Monical’s is an IMTT sponsor, and
makes some awesome pizza to boot! It
was fun for IMTT members to
reconvene after our “summer break”.

Fall Classic Tournament Director Garry Brookman with
Monical’s Pizza owners Sid and Mark Shanks.

Saturday was brutal! At the close of fishing Saturday afternoon, no team turned in a catch
report. A couple of fish had been seen, but nobody hooked up. Contestants freely shared what
d i dn ’t wo rk – timber, rip-rap, flats, points and cove ends, mudline, up close or out over creek
channels, working baits under large balls of shad – you name it, somebody had tried it, all with
the same outcome... Zippo – Nada – Nothing

Saturday evening the Farmhouse Restaurant catered a great chicken and roast beef banquet.
Fall Classic participants contributed 418 food items which were sent to the local food pantry.
Staff with the Army Corps of Engineers gave us a presentation on Lake Shelbyville, and Bob
Taylor was presented a plaque from the Illini Muskie Alliance for the largest muskie caught in
tournament action in 2013 that was turned in to the IDNR Creel Survey.

IMTT President Howard Chambliss with food
collected for Shelbyville food pantry

Sunday morning was flat-out
gorgeous! A beautiful sunrise
accompanied by mystic fog on
the water fired us up, each team
determined Sunday would not
be a repeat of Saturday’s result.
We couldn’t let Shelbyville
muskies shut us out!
But Sunday’s Shelbyville bite
was nonexistent – well, almost
nonexistent…

Bob Taylor receiving IMA 2013 Plaque

Right after noon, Duane
,the Team of Du
Landmeier
came
thru.
Pitching a white 10” Grandma
crankbait into timber, Duane
made just the right twitch to
trigger this 31” muskie to strike.
Duane and his tournament
partner Victor Fox boated the
muskie, which had a deformed
upper
lip. All morning long
participants were hoping for
anything – even a 30 incher –
thinking that may be all it
would take
to win. We were right…
Duane’s lone 31” fish took 1st place at the Fall
Classic with a tournament payout of $1,050. In
addition, he received $400 cash for the Big Fish
pot, for total winnings of $1,450.00 - not bad
for a 31” muskie. In fact, that comes out to
$46.77 per inch. So if you’re fishing Shelbyville
and catch a little guy with a deformed upper
lip, treat it well. It’s Duane’s new best friend…

CONGRATULATIONS
DUANE!

IMTT Contributes Funds For
IDNR Fishery Division Equipment

As IMTT tournament participants know, not all of the tournament entry fees collected by IMTT are
paid out as tournament prizes. However, we think it is very important for participants to know how
these monies are used.

This summer the IMTT made a $1,300 contribution towards a trailer for Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (“IDNR”) hatchery operations. The trailer, a specially designed aluminum tandem axle
trailer, is being custom built for the IDNR to transport fry and fingerlings from the hatchery to
stocking locations. The trailer will accommodate a 500 gallon holding tank. Previously the IDNR
used a 275 gallon haul tank on a heavy duty pickup to transport hatchery fish, or for shorter hauls,
transported the fingerlings in oxygenated horse troughs. This trailer and larger haul tank will allow
safer transport of hatchery fry and fingerlings, increasing stocking survival rates.
The trailer is being built this fall,
and the IDNR hopes to display
the finished trailer at the 2015
Chicago Muskie Expo and have it
ready for use next season. The
IMTT partnered with the Fox
River Valley Chapter and the
Shawnee Muskie Hunter Chapter
of Muskies, Inc., the Shelbyville
Muskie Club, and the Illini
Muskie Alliance in funding this
trailer purchase.

IDNR Equipment Contributions, Continued.

The IMTT makes annual contributions to help maintain and improve the Illinois fishery. In 2013 the
IMTT purchased $2,200 worth of netting materials for the IDNR to construct new trap nets. These
nets are used to trap fish for population counts and to evaluate the health of a lake’s fishery, and at
brood stock lakes to trap adults that will be used for breeding purposes.

In 2012 the IMTT purchased five digital scales at a cost of $500, and a dissolved oxygen meter
costing $1,030 for use by IDNR fishery division personnel. Funds to make these contributions come
primarily from tournament entry fees and raffle ticket sales. So each time you participate in an IMTT
tournament, or purchase raffle tickets at an IMTT tournament banquet, you are helping IMTT invest in
the Illinois muskie fishery. We will include a photograph of the finished trailer and haul tank in a
future IMTT newsletter.

Thank You IMTT Members, for your
continuing support for the Illinois fishery!

A Huge Thank-You to IMTT’s
Great Sponsors & Supporters!
SupportersSupporters!

